**BASIC**

**HOHNER SERVICE SET MZ99331**

**The Basic Toolkit for Everyday Maintenance**

A compact and highly recommendable toolkit for the essential steps in harmonica maintenance. The set is suitable for both diatonic blues harps and chromatic harmonicas and enables basic maintenance work such as adjusting reed offsets, tuning and centering reeds, exchanging faulty windsavers and maintaining the slide assembly.

**PROFESSIONAL**

**HOHNER INSTANT WORKSHOP**

**The Toolset for Professional Players and Harmonica Service Technicians**

HOHNER INSTANT WORKSHOP toolkit MZ99831, the essential tools for all HOHNER HARMONICA WORKSHOPS. This toolkit for professional players and harmonica service technicians includes the Hohner Service Set MZ99331 and contains in addition all tools needed to perform advanced level service operations such as reed replacement as well as all other jobs described in these workshops.